Schematic of boundary conditions to the inversion domain. PDF parameters to seventeen BCs were estimated in total; eight defining the polynomial that governs the WSW boundary and offsets for seven other horizontal boundaries and two upper atmosphere boundaries (arrows in grey correspond to the BC governing air entering the 3-9 km box and the arrow in black corresponds to the BC governing air from above 9 km). The map shows combined air histories for all four sites for a given 2-hour period and illustrates that the stations can sample different 'baselines' at the same time due to differences in their meteorology. 3 CH 4 sensitivity study (excluding Angus)
Simulated mole fractions and observations
The CH 4 study was also performed excluding measurements from Angus in order to provide a direct comparison with the N 2 O study. Figure 4 shows derived emissions and spatial distributions for this case study. The majority of difference between this sensitivity study and the study including Angus is that there is less adjustment made to Scotland's prior emissions. As a result, total UK emissions are higher (closer to the prior) and uncertainties in Scotland are significantly higher as well. UK total emissions uncertainties are thus larger, highlighting the benefits of including this extra station. The correlation scales derived in this study were 0.98 (0.68-1.49) days and 113 (14-352) km, which are very similar to the correlation scales derived in the main study. These results highlight that Angus measurements serve to primarily constrain Scotland's emissions. The similar correlation scales between the two studies suggest that Angus, being over 600 km away from the other three sites, does not play a significant role in constraining the spatial correlation scale and that the differences in scales derived for CH 4 and N 2 O are not simply due to differences in the network. 
